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Abstract-In this paper, earthquake triggering is described as 
the process of local instability of system in mathematical and 
physical way. And critical instability conditions of the fault in 
analysis domain are given. Based on elastic-plastic theory 
general constitutive relationship of the fault plane is derived. 
And its stability state is discussed by the example of rate and 
state related friction law corresponding to the characteristic 
earthquake. The relationship between seismic precursors and 
fault stability is analyzed in the three conditions of the rock 
stiffness, the fault interface stiffness and the stress and state of 
the fault. And the relationship between the parameters of the 
rate and state related friction law and the repeated interval of 
characteristic earthquakes is enumerated. 

Keywords-Earthquake triggering; Critical instability 
conditions; Interface constitutive relationship; Seismic precursor 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Strain energy is accumulated in underground rock by the 

long-term tectonic action. When the accumulated energy 
exceeds a certain limit, underground rock suddenly rupture 
to form a fault or suddenly slip along existed faults to release 
the accumulated energy, some of released energy spread out 
as seismic waves to form ground vibrations, namely, elastic 
rebound theory, which is the Reed Research 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake seismogenic fault (San Andreas fault) 
of surface rupture of the resulting conclusions. 

Earthquake can be described as a mechanical problem 
about the solid internal stability under the condition of the 
equivalent boundary value. Under the continuous loading of 
the far field boundary or by the movement of the mantle 
material, the mediums along the both sides of fault 
continuously store the strain energy to step deformation of 
the rock on both sides. On the faults, in the process of strain 
energy accumulation the obstacles and the concave and 
convex bodies gradually evolve, resulting in the gradual 
deterioration of the material and local instability. The strain 
energy accumulated in the limited area can be suddenly 
released, which makes the source plane burst rapidly. Elastic 
rebound produce medium vibration, in the form of wave 

propagation, then analysis domain enter a period of 
adjustment and the new accumulation. 

The continuous loading of boundary stress is a long time 
process. And instability is instantaneous. On the definition 
of stability, Hill comes down to the follows. If the additional 
displacement of equilibrium body formed by arbitrary small 
perturbations keeps infinitesimal the equilibrium state is 
stable. On the contrary, if any small perturbation can lead to 
a finite value of the displacement of the object, the 
equilibrium state is unstable. Obviously, the sufficient 
condition for the stability of the system is that the internal 
energy of the object is larger than that of the external force 
when micro disturbance is applied to the equilibrium 
position. 

In the analysis domain, there is a potential functionΠ , 
which has an increment ∆Π  with an arbitrary small 
disturbance in the equilibrium state. The Taylor series is 
used to obtain 

...
!2

1 2 +Π+Π=∆Π δδ                    (1) 

0δΠ =  is sufficient condition for the equilibrium state to 
be stable. When 0∆Π >  and 2 0δ Π > , then the system is 
stable. When 2 0δ Π < , then the system is unstable. 
When 2 0δ Π = , then the system is at a critical point. At this 
time the system may be stable and may not be stable.  

In this paper, based on the principle of energy earthquake 
occurrence is described and converted into local instability 
problem in mechanics, and  the critical condition of fault 
instability in analysis domain is given. The general 
constitutive relation of fault plane is derived, and its stability 
is discussed using rate and state related friction law 
corresponding to the characteristic earthquake as an example. 
The relationship between seismic precursor and fault 
stability is analyzed in three cases of rock mass stiffness, 
fault interface stiffness and fault stress state. And the 
relationship between the parameters of the rate and state 
related friction law and the earthquake recurrence interval is 
enumerated. 
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II.   CRITICAL CONDITION OF FRACTURE INSTABILITY 
The body of the analysis domain isV . The physical 

strength is b . The stress boundary is Sσ .The stress isφ .The 
displacement boundary is uS .The displacement is u .Then the 
balance equation is 

0 Earthquake
b

u Earthquake
σ

ρ

 ∉∇ + = 
∈ 

                     (2) 

Solid constitutive relation is 

:Dσ ε=    or    :Dσ ε= 
                       (3) 

 
In the formula, in the linear elastic stage eD D= , and In 

the nonlinear stage epD D= . epD  is related to the loading 
condition, the yield condition, the damage condition and the 
plastic stiffness of the material. 

The purpose of this paper is to establish a mechanical 
model of the earthquake occurrence processes (Figure 1) in 
domain satisfying the formula (2) ~ (3) under the condition 
of boundary loading. These include the pseudo-static process 
of strain energy accumulation and the dynamic process of 
earthquake triggering. 

 
Figure 1. Fracture instability process of solids 

There is a displacement discontinuity along the fault in 
the rock medium, namely, i i

uu u u H= +  

 
 

, ( , )i = + − . uH is 
step function of displacement discontinuity. Force on both 
sides of the section is iφ , which depends on 

 

u .The 
Lagrangian multiplier is introduced to the displacement 
boundary, then the corresponding potential energy principle 
is 

+

j j
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In the formula, 

0
W d

ε
σ ε= ∫ , and W  is strain energy 

density. 0δΠ = , then 
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(5) 

In the formula (5), the first two items on the left are 
corresponding to the equilibrium equations and the stress 
boundary conditions. The third and the fifth are the stress 
compatibility conditions at the two sides of the fracture 
section, and the seventh is the displacement boundary 
condition. We are concerned about the fourth and the sixth. 
Only when the two sides of interface meet the strength 
conditions, that is +

cnφ σ+ =  and 
cnφ σ− −= , there is the 

interface slip, namely, 

 

( ) 0cu nδ σ σ− =                            (6) 

 
By the formula (1), and taking into account that cσ  is 

varied in the process of fracture slip, the critical stability 
condition is 

( ) ( )2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
j j

c cV S S
dV n u dS n u dSδ δε δσ δ σ σ δ δ σ σ δ

− +

− − + +Π = − ∇ + − + − =∫ ∫ ∫   

   
   

(7) 

There is a fracture in analysis domain, near which the 
accumulation of strain energy will be concentrated in the 
fracture when there is a slip along the interface. And the 
domain is in from the nonlinear loading stage to the elastic 
unloading bifurcation stage. At this time the first item on the 
right of the formula (7) is 0. Then the criticize condition of 
fracture instability is 

 ( )( ) 0
j

cS
n u dSδ σ σ δ⋅ − ⋅ =∫                        (8) 

Split the fracture into finite sub segments jS , then 

 ( )( ) 0
jk

cS
k

n u dSδ σ σ δ− ⋅ =∑∫                      (9) 

When the segment without discontinuity is small enough, 
the formula (9) is equivalent with 

 

( )cn uδ σ σ δ− ⋅ =0                            (10) 

Based on the formula (3), obtain 

Dδσ δε= , c cDδσ δε= , 
 

u nδε ∝ ⊗              (11) 

The displacement of fault plane is 
  uu u H= , and 

 

uδ  
is defined as the sliding vector g  on the fault plane. Then 
the formula (10) changes to 

( )( ) 0cn D D n g⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ =                         (12) 

The above formula is the homogeneous linear equation 
of g , and its nonzero solution condition is 

( )det ( ) 0cn D D n⋅ − ⋅ = . n  is the vector in unstable plane 
direction. When the fracture tendency, inclination and 
inclination angle are known n  is certain. Using coordinate 
transformation the stress component in the fault plane is 
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obtained. Then the critical condition and the unstable 
condition of the fault plane are 

0cG G− =                                (13) 

  0cG G− <                               (14) 

In the formula, G is the shear stiffness of the medium 
within the fault plane. E is the young's modulus.ν is the 
Poisson's ratio. 

To be clear, there is no limit to the stress-strain relation 
in the above conditions, so these can be elastic matrix and 
elastic plastic matrix, and also accord with the condition of 
strain hardening and strain softening. 

III.   THE CONSTITUTIVE RELATION OF FAULT PLANE 
In mathematics, the fault plane is idealized as a plane 

with no thickness. In fact, the fault plane has a certain 
thickness. Its thickness is assumed to be h , and then the 
strain across the fault is 

 

1 ( )u n
h

ε = ⊗                              (15) 

The formula (15) is assumed to be plastic strain. The 
yield function of the material in the fracture plane width isΣ . 
The plastic potential function is Ξ .The plastic stiffness 
coefficient H .Then flow rule and plastic consistency 
condition is 

 

1 ( )u n
h

λ
σ
∂Ξ

⊗ =
∂



, Hσ λ
σ
∂Σ

=
∂



                  (16) 

Thus, the relation between
 

u andσ  can be expressed 
as 

 

( : ) ( )u nη σ
σ σ
∂Σ ∂Ξ

= ⊗
∂ ∂

 

                      (17) 

In the formula, h
Hη = ,and stress σ  is failure stress cσ . 

Based on the formula (17), the explicit relationship (18) 
between the sliding velocity / distance and the failure stress 
of the sliding surface can be constructed. 

( )
 ( )c F uσ =                              (18) 

Different forms of ( )F 

can be constructed according to 
different stress failure criteria. Rate and state related friction 
law is used to describe the periodic stick slip (characteristic 
earthquake), which some papers have discussed. Rice in 
2001 presented the general forms (19) of rate and state 
related friction law. 

0 0

0

( ) [ ( , )]ss
c

aT f T T
L
δ

δ α δ
δ
Ω

= + − Ω − − Ω


  



             (19) 

In the formula(19), 
0

0 0 0
0

( )
( , ) ( ) ( )ss

a bT f fδ δ δ
δ
− Ω

Ω = Ω + Ω −Ω + −  



. The normal stress 

is n σΩ = ⊗ .the shear stress isT l σ= ⊗ . The component of 
sliding rate in tangential stress direction is δ . n  is the 
fault plane normal. l is the sliding direction. 

0Ω and
0δ  are 

the of the initial state value of Ω and δ . 
Without the disturbance of normal stress, the formula (19) is 
simplified as 

0 0 0 0
0 0

0

( )
( )

c c c

a a bT T f
L L L
δ δ

δ δ δ
δ
Ω − Ω

+ = + Ω + −
 

  



          (20) 

IV.    STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE RATE AND STATE 
RELATED FRICTION LAW 

The differential form of the dynamic equilibrium 
equation of a single degree of freedom system is 

0M T G Gδ δ δ+ + =                             (21) 

 
Figure 2. Single degree of freedom model of interfacial friction 

Combining  (20) and (21) and 
supposing 0exp( )As stδ δ= +  and 2 exp( )As stδ =  and 

3 exp( )As stδ = , the characteristic equation corresponding to 
the formula (21) is 

3 20 0 0 0

0

( )
[ ] [ ] 0

c c c

a a bMs M s G s G
L L L
δ δ

δ
Ω − Ω

+ + + + + =
 



             

(22) 

 
When 0a > and 0b >  and 0b a− > , the critical 

stability condition is 

0( )
0

c

b aG
L
− Ω

− =                          (23) 

Obviously, the formula (23) and formula (13) are 
essentially the same. 

V.   FACTORS AFFECTING FAULT STABILITY 

A. Basic Characteristics of Active Faults 

The active fault is still active in the nearly tens of 
thousands of years. Different countries and organizations 
have a slightly different definition of it, but generally have 4 
common principles. (1) The fault has been moving in the 
present seismic tectonic zone; (2) The fault has the potential 
to be reactive in the future; (3) There is evidence of recent 
activity of the fault; (4) The fault is closely related to the 
seismic activity. A fault should be recognized as an active 
fault, which must be in accordance with the above 4 
principles, and it is best not to violate any one of them. 
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Even if a fault is identified as an active fault, the activity 
scale along the length of the fault is not uniform, and even 
the character of the sliding is not the same. Therefore, it is an 
important work to determine section of the basic unit of 
seismic rupture. It needs to use the earthquake (ancient, 
historical and modern), the fault (active rate, the activity 
habit, the geometry shape), the landform shape, the earth 
physics (exploration, gravity, magnetism), the geological 
structure background and so on. Various quantitative data on 
the long-term habit of faults are comprehensively utilized to 
determine the maximum magnitude of moderate-strong 
earthquakes occurring in the future. 

Further, it is required to determine the parameters of 
geometry, kinematics and physical mechanics of the fault 
segment. Geometric parameters include the strike and 
dip directions, dip angle, length and width of the fault. 
Kinematic parameters include the rate, direction and 
property of the fault slip. Physical and mechanical 
parameters include the strength and stiffness of the fault mud 
and rock. 

B. Characteristic Earthquakes on the Fault Segment 

The rate and state related friction law can be described as 
a periodic cycle process of stable-slip-recovery, which 
corresponds to the characteristic earthquake occurrence 
model of faults. Parameters associated with its stability 
are represented as the formula (23). These include the shear 
stiffness of the rock G and a , b , cL and 0Ω of  the fault. 

Qualitatively, when 0b a− < the system was 
unconditionally stable and the fault is characterized by state 
creep. When 0b a− >  the system was unconditionally 
stable and the fault is characterized by stick slip. 

Suppose M is 1Mkg, 0Ω is 50Mpa, f is 0.6, Lc is 10mm, 

0δ  is 2mm/a, a is 0.006, b is 0.012, and G is 25.5Mpa. 
Solution the formula (20) and (21) to obtained ( )tδ (Figure 3) 
and the interval of the characteristic earthquake is about 88a. 
The system parameters of the simulation interval of about 
25a are shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 3. The recurrence interval of characteristic earthquake with single 

degree of freedom 

TABLE I.  THE FAULT PARAMETERS OF INTERVAL PERIOD OF ABOUT 
25A  

sequence 
number G(Mpa) a (b-a)/a 0δ  

(mm/s) 
cL  

(mm) 
0Ω  

(Mpa) 
T(a) 

1 24 0.006 1.0 2 80 50 23 
2 24 0.006 0.9 2 80 50 24 
3 24 0.006 0.8 2 80 50 25 
4 24 0.01 1.0 2 80 50 26 
5 24 0.01 1.0 2 70 50 20 
6 22.5 0.01 1.0 2 80 50 27 
7 24 0.01 0.8 2 80 50 25 
8 24 0.01 0.8 2 80 30 25 

 
Table 1 example shows that, with the increase of a value 

(sequence number 1,4), b value decreases (sequence number 
1,2,3), the cL  value increases (sequence number 4,5) , 
G value decreases (sequence number 4,6), and the stability 
period of the fault increases. With the decrease of the 
average slip rate 0δ , the stability period of the fault increases. 
The change of compressive stress 0Ω  has little effect on the 
stability of the fault (sequence number 7,8), but the peak 
value of sliding rate increases with the increase of the 
normal stress. 

The above analysis does not take into account the 
disturbance of the compressive stress 0Ω , but it is closely 
related to the critical condition of fault stability. Static 
disturbance is related to stress corrosion, fluid pressure 
change, mining, water storage and drainage of reservoir, 
High pressure splitting and mining of oil and so on. 
Dynamic trigger may be the case that far field earthquake 
wave and earth free oscillation and tidal movement lead to 
the change of the stress state of different sections in a fault, 
which causes the failure of the fault. 

Although the understanding of some active faults is 
consistent, there is a certain rhythm of historical and ancient 
earthquakes in them. Therefore, the critical condition 
parameters of the local stability of the fault obtained by 
using the periodic or quasi periodic data of the earthquake 
have obvious multiple solutions. 

C. Fault Instability Precursor 

There is no difference between large earthquake 
precursor and fault instability precursor. These include the 
seismicity anomalies, wave velocity variation of rock, 
regional crustal deformation, local tectonic stress field 
changes, abnormal changes of groundwater, geothermal 
anomaly, gravity anomaly, magnetic anomaly, geomagnetic 
anomaly and bulge, cracks and subsidence occurred near the 
fault. 

By contrasting the formula (13) and (14), it can be seen 
that wave velocity variation of rock and geothermal anomaly 
are directly related to the stiffness G . These involve steep 
rise and steep fall of well water, flower and bubble, 
temperature fluctuation, changes of spring water flow, hot 
spring water temperature, oil and gas flow rate, etc. Bulge, 
cracks and subsidence occurred near the fault and significant 
deformation cross the fault are related to the fault 
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stiffness cG , which may be accompanied by an increase or 
decrease in the number of small earthquakes, resulting in 
radioactive gas spill. The changes of local tectonic stress 
field are related to the stress state of fault 

0Ω , which may 
involve the disturbance of the small earthquakes in the fault 
and the large earthquakes in the adjacent area. 

The above phenomenon is not uniform distribution of 
space and time. And it is very important to give a reasonable 
explanation of the phenomenon related to mechanics. The 
fault instability may be due to not only the stiffness 
degradation caused by the plastic stage of the medium on 
both sides of the fault , but also the stiffness decreases cause 
by the physical and chemical action of the fault interface 
medium. 

With the GPS layout density and high quality output it is 
widely used in fault monitoring, for example, paying close 
attention to the fault section with a high growth rate of local 
deformation, while identifying the section with a low growth 
rate, the long-term monitoring of the progress of 
deformation to sort out the size of the locking region. All 
these are related to the energy size of the earthquake event 
caused by fault instability. 

VI.  CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
Based on the energy principle, the earthquake triggering 

is converted to the local instability of the system in 
mathematics and mechanics, and the critical condition of 
local instability in the analysis domain is given. 

Based on the flow rule and plastic consistency condition 
in the classical elastic-plastic theory, the general form of the 
constitutive relation of the fault plane is derived. Applying 
the rate and state related friction law corresponding to the 
characteristic earthquake its stability is analyzed.  And the 
results are consistent with the critical condition of fault 
instability. 

On the basis of the critical condition of the local 
instability of the fault, the relationship between the seismic 
precursor and the fault stability is analyzed, which is based 
on the three conditions of the stiffness of the rock mass, the 
interface stiffness and the stress and state of the fault. And 
the relationship between the parameters of the rate and state 
related friction law and the repeated interval of characteristic 
earthquakes is enumerated. 

The seismic precursors are divided into three types, 
which are related to the rock mass and the interface of the 
fault and the stress state, so that the relationship between the 
three and the fault instability is clear in the physical and 
mechanical. 

Remarkably, GPS is an important tool, which can not 
only give the distribution of the displacement field near the 
fault, but also analyze the energy accumulation and the 
range of the locked region. Applying them we analyze the 
location and magnitude of the earthquake that may occur in 
the future. 
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